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a b s t r a c t 

Supercritical pseudo-boiling (SPPB) refers to the phenomena that when heat is applied to supercritical 

fluid, bubble-like and vapor-film-like features appear and wall temperature peaks occur, similar to sub- 

critical boiling (SBB). Even though SPPB was reported in 1960s ∼1970s, it has not been paid attention and 

supercritical heat transfer (SHT) is still treated with single-phase fluid assumption, introducing difficul- 

ties in accurately describing the flow and heat transfer characteristics. Here, by analogy between SPPB 

and SBB, a three-regime-model is proposed for SPPB, including liquid-like (LL), two-phase-like (TPL) and 

vapor-like (VL) regimes. The three regimes are interfaced at an onset of pseudo-boiling temperature T −

and a termination of pseudo-boiling temperature T + , determined by thermodynamics. Thermophysical 

properties of LL and VL phases are evaluated using the two pseudo-boiling temperatures. Pseudo-boiling 

enthalpy is defined as the enthalpy difference across the temperature span from T − to T + , which is anal- 

ogous to latent heat of evaporation in subcritical pressure. Pseudo-vapor mass quality x is calculated 

using bulk fluid enthalpy and fluid enthalpies at T − and T + . Non-dimensional parameters are proposed 

to reflect interactions of mass, momentum and energy between LL and VL phases. Based on the three- 

regime-model, SHT is re-analyzed in a different perspective from literature. We show that SHT deviates 

from that of single-phase convection significantly for 0 < x < 1 corresponding to the TPL regime, in- 

dicating that SHT cannot be treated with single-phase fluid assumption under this condition. Reynolds 

number for LL phase ( Re LL ) explains the non-monotonic variation of SHT versus heat fluxes. Froude num- 

ber Fr explains the difference of SHT between top generatrix and bottom generatrix in horizontal tubes. 

Supercritical boiling number SBO and K number successfully correlate heat transfer and pressure drop 

for SHT in tubes, and the K number correlation has much smaller error than DB correlation. Our work 

establishes a new theoretical framework for SPPB and provides a new research direction for heat transfer 

of supercritical fluids. 

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Supercritical fluid (SF) has received great attention for a vari- 

ty of applications, including thermal-power conversion [ 1 , 2 ], ther- 

ochemical conversion of biomass [ 3 , 4 ], wastewater treatment [5] , 

ultiphase chemical reactors [ 6 , 7 ] and hydrothermal synthesis of 

ano-materials [8] . Nowadays in power engineering, supercritical 

ater and supercritical carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) are two important 

uids operating in cycles to convert thermal energy into electric 
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ower [9–11] . For material synthesis, the chemical kinetics are dif- 

erent when reactants and solvents are in subcritical pressure and 

upercritical pressure [12–14] , and catalysis in SFs has high activ- 

ty and high selectivity along with easy purification of its prod- 

cts [14] . Moreover, petroleum alternatives such as liquid bio-oil is 

ighly desired as a renewable energy, and the transfer hydrogena- 

ion of bio-oil in SFs is an important upgrading method to enhance 

ts quality and stability by converting it into a stable and low acidic 

uel with notably reduced oxygen content even without external 

ydrogen [15] . However, at this stage, large scale applications of 

upercritical technologies are still far, in part due to the challenges 

n understanding the fundamentals of SF structure [ 16 , 17 ]. 

For a pure fluid, there is a saturation temperature correspond- 

ng to each subcritical pressure, and phase change including boiling 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2021.121875
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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Nomenclature 

Ac acceleration parameter, - 

Bd bond number, - 

Bo boiling number, - 

Bu buoyancy parameter, - 

C constant, - 

Ca capillary number, - 

c p specific heat capacity, J/kg ·K 

d tube diameter, m 

e error, - 

Fr Froude number, - 

f friction factor, - 

G mass flux, kg/m 

2 s 

g gravitational acceleration, m/s 2 

H correction function 

h heat transfer coefficients, W/m 

2 K 

i enthalpy, J/kg 

i LV latent heat, J/kg 

Ja Jacob number, - 

K non-dimensional number K , - 

Nu Nusselt number, - 

P pressure, Pa 

Pr prandtl number, - 

q heat flux, W/m 

2 

Re reynolds number, - 

SBO supercritical boiling number, - 

T temperature, K 

T − the onset of pseudo-boiling temperature, K 

T + the termination of pseudo-boiling temperature, K 

We weber number, - 

x pseudo-vapor mass quality, - 

z axial location, m 

Greek symbols 

�i pb pseudo-boiling enthalpy, J/kg 

�i st structural contribution in the pseudo-boiling en- 

thalpy, J/kg 

�i th thermal contribution in the pseudo-boiling en- 

thalpy, J/kg 

�T temperature difference, K 

λ thermal conductivity, W/m ·K 

μ viscosity, Pa ·s 
ρ density, kg/m 

3 

σ surface tension, N/m 

Subscripts 

ave average 

b bulk 

c critical point 

exp experiment 

L saturated liquid 

L-limit liquid-limit 

pc pseudo-critical point 

ref,L reference point for liquid-limit 

ref,V reference point for vapor-limit 

sat saturation 

V saturated vapor 

V-limit vapor-limit 

w inner wall 

Acronyms 

CFD computational fluid dynamics 

CHF critical heat flux 

DB Dittus-Boelter correlation 
c

2 
HTD heat transfer deterioration 

LL liquid-like 

MD molecular dynamics 

NHT normal heat transfer 

SBB subcritical boiling 

SF supercritical fluid 

SHT supercritical heat transfer 

SPPB supercritical pseudo-boiling 

TPL two-phase-like 

VL vapor-like 

VOF volume of fluid 

nd condensation takes place at this saturation temperature. La- 

ent heat of evaporation characterizes how much energy is needed 

o completely convert saturated liquid into saturated vapor [18] . 

ased on classical thermodynamics, the phase change phenomena 

n subcritical pressure terminate at the critical point, and a fluid 

eyond its critical point is called SF, which is documented in text- 

ooks as a homogeneous, continuous and single-phase fluid with- 

ut bubble/droplet and interface [18] . However, the above recog- 

ition of SF is questioned by physicists, which are summarized as 

ollows. 

Non-uniform distribution of molecules: Various molecular dy- 

amics (MD) simulations show that SF has a non-uniform struc- 

ure regarding the distribution of molecules [ 19 , 20 ]. For example, 

karmoutsos et al. [21] studied supercritical water with a density 

ange of 0.2 ρc to 2.0 ρc at 1.03 T c where ρc and T c are the den-

ity and temperature at the critical point, respectively, and showed 

on-uniform density in the fluid for both high and low densities. 

Identification of liquid-like and vapor-like regions: Gallo et al. 

22] investigated the thermodynamic properties of supercritical 

ater and found that the lines connecting the maxima of response 

unctions converge into a single line when approaching the crit- 

cal point, which is called the Widom line. They found that the 

idom line coincides with the crossover from liquid-like (LL) re- 

ion to vapor-like (VL) region clearly visible in transport properties. 

imeoni et al. [23] demonstrated the transition between LL and VL 

uid when crossing the Widom line using X-ray scattering. Maxim 

t al. [ 24 , 25 ] applied neutron imaging to monitor density fluctua- 

ions of supercritical water and visualized rapid density variation 

s the system evolved from LL to VL during isobaric heating. These 

tudies show that SF can be either LL or VL, depending on its lo- 

ation in the P - T phase diagram, where P and T are pressure and

emperature, respectively. 

Pseudo-boiling phenomenon: When heat is added to SF, phe- 

omena such as bubble-like and film-like patterns, wall temper- 

ture peak, and whistling noise may take place, which are similar 

o boiling in subcritical pressure and are thus termed as pseudo- 

oiling. Knapp and Sabersky [26] observed bubble-like feature 

hen heating CO 2 using a 0.254 mm diameter wire at near criti- 

al pressure. The slope of q ∼�T curve increased significantly when 

ubble-like feature was observed, displaying boiling characteristic, 

here q is heat flux and �T is temperature difference between 

ire and CO 2 . Tamba et al. [27] observed bubbles when heating su- 

ercritical CO 2 at 7.38 MPa even at a very small �T of 0.3 K, which

s beyond the CO 2 critical pressure 7.377 MPa. Further increase of 

 yielded film-like pattern. The observed bubble-like and film-like 

atterns are very similar to nucleate boiling and film boiling in 

ubcritical pressure, as shown in Fig. 1 . Moreover, for convective 

eat transfer of SF in tubes, many authors observed wall temper- 

ture peaks before the fluid temperature reaches pseudo-critical 

oint, called heat transfer deterioration (HTD) [ 28 –30 ], which is 

imilar to the critical heat flux (CHF) for subcritical boiling. Re- 

ently, similarities between supercritical pseudo-boiling and sub- 
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Fig. 1. Experimental images of CO 2 heated by a platinum wire at both subcritical pressure (a–c, 7.30 MPa) and supercritical pressure (d-f, 7.38 MPa), showing the similarity 

between subcritical boiling and supercritical heat transfer. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [27] , Copyright 1998, Elsevier. 

Fig. 2. Variation of thermophysical properties of CO 2 with temperatures at 7.4 MPa, 

showing sharp transition when crossing the pseudo-critical temperature. 
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ritical phase change have also been acknowledged for liquid pro- 

ellants used as the coolant in rocket engines, such as methane 

mong other light hydrocarbons [31] . 

Even though pseudo-boiling was introduced in 1960 ∼1970s, 

uch concept has not received much attention. supercritical heat 

ransfer (SHT) is still treated in a theoretical framework based 

n single-phase convection, and the abnormal behavior of SHT is 

hought to be caused by sharply varied thermophysical proper- 

ies and the buoyancy/acceleration effects [28] . Fig. 2 shows CO 2 

roperties at a supercritical pressure of 7.4 MPa, showing the 

harp variation when crossing the pseudo-critical temperature (the 

idom line). Different heat transfer correlations have been pro- 

osed for SHT, which are either in the form of Nu = CRe 
n 1 
b 

P r 
n 2 
b , ave 

H

 32 , 33 ], where H is a function of several correction terms of

hermophysical properties characterized by inner wall tempera- 
3 
ure T w 

with respect to bulk fluid temperature T b , n 1 and n 2 
re constants determined from experiments, or in the form of 

u = CRe 
n 1 
b 

P r 
n 2 
b , ave 

B u n 3 A c n 4 [34] , where Bu and Ac are the parameters 

escribing buoyancy effect and acceleration effect, respectively, and 

 1 ∼n 4 are constants. However, it is shown by previous investiga- 

ions that: (i) Some SHT correlations are suitable in their own data 

ange, but cannot be extended for other experimental data [ 34 , 35 ].

ii) The available SHT correlations cannot adapt to different work- 

ng fluids [36] . (iii) No SHT correlations exist to cover both normal 

eat transfer (NHT) and heat transfer deterioration (HTD) [29] . 

In this paper, we attempt to make an analogy between su- 

ercritical pseudo-boiling (SPPB) and subcritical boiling (SBB) and 

uild a theoretical framework for SPPB. The paper is organized as 

ollows: First, the theoretical framework of SBB is shortly reviewed. 

hen, a new theoretical framework of three-regime-model for SPPB 

s presented, which includes the determination of pseudo-boiling 

emperatures, thermophysical properties, and pseudo-boiling en- 

halpy. Different from SBB, SPPB has two characteristic tempera- 

ures, one for onset of pseudo-boiling ( T −), and the other for ter- 

ination of pseudo-boiling ( T + ). Thermophysical properties such 

s density, viscosity, specific heat and thermal conductivity deter- 

ined at T − and T + are used to characterize LL and VL phases, re- 

pectively. Pseudo-boiling enthalpy is determined as the enthalpy 

ifference between T + and T −. Based on the two sets of thermo- 

hysical properties at T − and T + , we introduce a new group of 

on-dimensional parameters for SHT. Finally, because these non- 

imensional parameters characterize the mass, momentum and 

nergy interactions between LL and VL phases, we demonstrate 

heir successful application in characterizing SHT. Our work pro- 

ides the basis for the application of SPPB concept in SHT, and 

an potentially benefit the industrial applications of SFs in the 

uture. 
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Fig. 3. The three-regime-model for (a) subcritical boiling (SBB) and (b) supercritical pseudo-boiling (SPPB). (a) SBB contains three regimes of liquid, two-phase and vapor, in 

which the two-phase regime occurs at a constant saturation temperature T sat . (b) SPPB contains three regimes of liquid-like (LL), two-phase-like (TPL) and vapor-like (VL), 

which are separated by the two pseudo-boiling temperatures T − and T + . 

Fig. 4. The framework linking SBB and SPPB. 
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. Theoretical framework for subcritical boiling (SBB) 

Boiling involves phase change from liquid to vapor. Hence, boil- 

ng system belongs to a two-phase system. Figs. 3 ∼4 show the 

nalogy between SBB and SPPB, with the left panels ( Figs. 3 a 

nd 4 a) corresponding to SBB and the right panels ( Figs. 3 b

nd 4 b) corresponding to SPPB. The three-regime-model has been 

ell established for SBB, including liquid, two-phase and vapor 

egimes as shown in Fig. 3 a for convective boiling in tubes. Ther- 

ophysical properties, non-dimensional parameters and numeri- 

al/experimental methods are described as follows (see Fig. 4 a). 

Thermophysical properties: For a pure fluid, there is a saturation 

emperature T sat corresponding to each subcritical pressure. The la- 
4 
ent heat of evaporation i LV quantifies how much energy is needed 

o convert saturated liquid to saturated vapor. Surface tension σ
haracterizes the force that can stretch a curved liquid-vapor in- 

erface per unit length, which is an important property to analyze 

he interfacial phenomena in boiling systems. 

Because boiling systems involve both saturated liquid and sat- 

rated vapor, there are two sets of thermophysical properties de- 

ned for liquid and vapor, respectively. These properties include 

ensity ρ , specific heat c p , viscosity μ, thermal conductivity λ
nd others. Usually, the subscripts “L” and “V” represent saturated 

iquid and saturated vapor, respectively. Table 1 lists the relevant 

roperties that are important for SBB. 
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Table 1 

List of the important thermophysical properties for SBB and SPPB at a given pressure. 

Subcritical boiling (SBB) Supercritical pseudo-boiling (SPPB) 

Parameter Physical meaning Parameter Physical meaning How to obtain 

Phase change 

temperature(s) 

T sat SBB happens at a constant 

temperature 

T − , T + SPPB happens within a 

temperature range 

From thermodynamic 

methods 

Density ρL , ρV For each property, there are a 

pair of values, one for 

saturated liquid and one for 

saturated vapor 

ρLL = ρ( T −) 

ρVL = ρ( T + ) 
The property varies 

continuously with 

temperature, but the variation 

is insignificant outside of the 

pseudo-boiling temperature 

range ( T − , T + ), so a pair of 

values can be used to 

characterize LL and VL phases 

Use T − and T + as the 

reference temperatures to 

obtain LL and VL properties, 

respectively 

Specific heat 

capacity 

c p , L , c p , V 
c p , LL = c p ( T 

−) 

c p, VL = c p ( T + ) 

Viscosity μL , μV 
μLL = μ( T −) 

μVL = μ( T + ) 

Thermal 

conductivity 

λL , λV 
λLL = λ( T −) 

λVL = λ( T + ) 

Phase change 

enthalpy 

i LV Latent heat is the energy 

required to convert saturated 

liquid to saturated vapor, 

which contributes to expand 

the intermolecular distance 

during boiling 

�i pb = i ( T + ) − i ( T −) Pseudo-boiling enthalpy is the 

energy required to convert LL 

fluid to VL fluid, which 

contributes both to expand 

the molecular structure and to 

heat up the fluid 

Calculate the enthalpy 

difference between T + and 

T −

Surface tension σ Surface tension represents the 

force per unit length at the 

liquid-vapor interface 

σ = f (∇T ) Supercritical surface tension 

exists only when there is a 

temperature gradient, and its 

value depends on the 

temperature gradient 

Needs further investigation 

Table 2 

List of non-dimensional parameters for SBB and SPPB. 

Parameter Formula in SBB Meaning Application Formula in SPPB 

Pseudo-vapor mass 

quality, x 

x = 

i ave −i L 
i LV 

Mass fraction of vapor phase in the 

two-phase mixture 

Used to obtain average properties of 

the two-phase mixture and other 

non-dimensional parameters; used in 

correlations of two-phase flow and 

heat transfer 

x = 

i b −i LL 

�i pb 
= 

i b −i LL 

i VL −i LL 

Reynolds number, Re Re = 

Gd 
μave 

R e L = 

G ( 1 −x ) d 
μL 

R e V = 

Gxd 
μV 

Ratio of inertia force to viscous force Used in modeling two-phase flow and 

heat transfer 

Re = 

Gd 
μb 

R e LL = 

G ( 1 −x ) d 
μLL 

R e VL = 

Gxd 
μVL 

Froude number, Fr F r = 

G 2 

ρ2 
ave gd 

F r L = 

G 2 ( 1 −x ) 
2 

ρ2 
L 

gd 

F r V = 

G 2 x 2 

ρ2 
V 

gd 

Ratio of inertia force to gravity force Used in characterizing internal flow 

condensation or convective boiling in 

horizontal or inclined tubes 

F r = 

G 2 

ρ2 
b 

gd 

F r LL = 

G 2 ( 1 −x ) 
2 

ρ2 
LL 

gd 

F r VL = 

G 2 x 2 

ρ2 
VL 

gd 

Jacob number, Ja Ja = 

ρL 

ρV 

c p , L �T 

i LV 
Ratio of sensible heat to latent heat 

under certain superheat 

Used in subcooled flow boiling to 

characterize the relative importance of 

sensible heat 

Ja = 

�i th 

�i st 

Boiling number, Bo & SBO Bo = 

q 
G i LV 

Ratio of evaporation momentum force 

to inertia force 

Used in modeling CHF of flow boiling 

and determining boiling regimes 

SBO = 

q 
G i pc 

K number, K K = ( q 
G i LV 

) 2 ρL 

ρV 
= B o 2 ρL 

ρV 
K = ( q 

G i w 
) 2 ρb 

ρw 

Bond number, Bd Bd = 

g( ρL −ρV ) d 
2 

σ Ratio of gravitational buoyancy force 

to surface tension force 

Used to determine whether buoyancy 

force is important in microchannels 

Bd = 

g( ρLL −ρVL ) d 
2 

σ

Weber number, We We = 

G 2 d 
ρave σ

Ratio of inertia force to surface 

tension force 

Used in correlations for two-phase 

flow 

We = 

G 2 d 
ρb σ

Capillary number, Ca Ca = 

μL G 
ρL σ

Ratio of viscous force to surface 

tension force 

Used in describing the bubble 

dynamics in boiling heat transfer 

Ca = 

μLL G 
ρLL σ

f

t

x

t

t  

r

t

S

f
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w
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R

f

u

F

Non-dimensional parameters: The non-dimensional parameters 

or SBB are listed in Table 2 . At thermodynamic equilibrium state, 

he vapor mass quality is defined as 

 = 

i ave − i L 
i LV 

(1) 

The x characterizes the fraction of the vapor mass relative to 

he total mass in a two-phase mixture. Non-dimensional parame- 

ers can be defined based on x, σ , i LV , and the properties of satu-

ated liquid and saturated vapor, characterizing important interac- 

ions of mass, momentum and energy between liquid and vapor. 

ome of them are described as follows. 

The Reynolds number Re characterizes the importance of inertia 

orce relative to viscous force. The bulk Re of a two-phase mixture 
5 
s defined as 

e = 

Gd 

μave 
(2) 

here G is the mass flux, d is the tube diameter, and μave is 

he average viscosity defined as μave = x μV + (1- x ) μL . The Reynolds 

umbers are also defined for liquid phase and vapor phase as 

 e L = 

G ( 1 −x ) d 

μL 

, R e V = 

Gxd 

μV 

(3) 

The Froude number Fr characterizes the importance of inertia 

orce relative to buoyance force. The Froude numbers for bulk, liq- 

id phase and vapor phase are defined as 

 r ave = 

G 

2 

ρ2 
ave gd 

, F r L = 

G 

2 ( 1 − x ) 
2 

ρ2 gd 
, F r V = 

G 

2 x 2 

ρ2 gd 
(4) 
L V 
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Fig. 5. Enthalpy-temperature curves for CO 2 at a subcritical pressure of 6 MPa and 

a supercritical pressure of 8 MPa, showing the analogy between the parameters for 

SBB and for SPPB. (“RP for SL” means reference point for saturated liquid, “RP for 

SV” means reference point for saturated vapor, “RP for LL” means reference point 

for liquid-like fluid, “RP for VL” means reference point for vapor-like fluid.). 

Fig. 6. (a) Calculation method for pseudo-boiling temperatures T − and T + for CO 2 at 

10 MPa. (b) Reduced P - T phase diagram for different supercritical fluids showing the 

calculated T − and T + lines and the T pc lines (Widom lines). Inset: the pseudo-boiling 

temperatures T − and T + divide the supercritical region into liquid-like (LL), two- 

phase-like (TPL) and vapor-like (VL) regimes. (For interpretation of the references 

to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
The Jacob number represents sensible heat relative to latent 

eat of evaporation: 

a = 

ρL 

ρV 

c p , L �T 

i LV 

(5) 

The boiling number and K number are defined as follows in Ref. 

37] : 

o = 

q 

G i LV 

, K = B o 2 
ρL 

ρV 

= 

(
q 

G i LV 

)2 ρL 

ρV 

(6) 

The Bo and K characterize evaporation momentum force relative 

o inertia force, but the latter further considers the density differ- 

nce between the two phases. The Bo can also be regarded as a 

on-dimensional heat flux, linking heat flux, mass flux and work- 

ng fluid together. Because Bo and K determine how easily bubbles 

an depart from the heated wall, they are useful for analyzing CHF 

f flow boiling in channels [38] . 

Since surface tension force is important in boiling systems, the 

urface tension force relative to other forces yields several non- 

imensional parameters, such as 

d = 

g( ρL − ρV ) d 
2 

σ
, Ca = 

μL G 

ρL σ
, W e = 

G 

2 d 

ρL σ
(7) 

here the Bond number Bd represents buoyance force relative to 

urface tension force, the capillary number Ca represents viscous 

orce relative to surface tension force, and the Weber number We 

haracterizes the importance of inertia force relative to surface 

ension force. 

Numerical simulation and experiment in boiling systems: Several 

umerical methods have been used to simulate boiling heat trans- 

er. Molecular dynamics is useful to understand the basic phenom- 

na such as bubble nucleation and growth in nanoscale [ 39 , 40 ].

attice Boltzmann method deals with boiling in mesoscale [41] . 

omputation fluid dynamics (CFD) is suitable to calculate boiling in 

acroscale [42] . Because interfacial phenomena dominate the pro- 

ess, the volume of fluid (VOF) method and Level-Set method are 

sed to capture the dynamic liquid-vapor interface [42] . A large 

uantity of experimental database has also been accumulated for 

oiling heat transfer in various heater surfaces and channel geome- 

ries [ 43 , 44 ]. 

. The three-regime-model for supercritical pseudo-boiling 

SPPB) 

By linking with the three-regime-model for SBB, Fig. 3 b shows 

he newly proposed three-regime-model for SPPB, consisting of the 

iquid-like (LL), two-phase-like (TPL) and vapor-like (VL) regimes. 

he thermophysical properties and non-dimensional parameters 

o quantify the three-regime-model are described as follows (see 

ig. 4 b). 

Thermophysical properties for SPPB: If one considers SHT under 

eating condition as a phenomenon similar to boiling in subcritical 

ressure, two questions may arise: (1) For SBB, a latent heat of 

vaporation exists. What is the pseudo-boiling enthalpy for SPPB? 

2) For SBB, a saturation temperature for boiling exists. What is 

he pseudo-boiling temperature(s) for SPPB? These two questions 

re combined to be answered here. 

We plot the CO 2 enthalpies versus temperature in Fig. 5 , includ- 

ng both a subcritical curve at 6 MPa and a supercritical curve at 8 

Pa. The two curves are very similar, except that boiling occurs at 

 constant saturation temperature T sat in subcritical pressure, but 

seudo-boiling occurs across a temperature span in supercritical 

ressure, from the onset temperature of pseudo-boiling T − to the 

ermination temperature of pseudo-boiling T + . 
The T − and T + are determined based on thermodynamics 

 25 , 45 ]. The calculation method is presented in Fig. 6 a for CO at
2 
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0 MPa. The black curve is the enthalpy-temperature curve, with 

he pseudo-critical point marked by subscript “pc”. The red line is 

he tangent line of the enthalpy curve passing through the pseudo- 

ritical point. The two blue straight lines i L-limit and i V-limit are the 

iquid-limit and vapor-limit lines based on thermodynamics. The 

seudo-critical tangent line can be represented by 

 = c p , pc (T − T pc ) + i pc (8) 

here c p,pc and i pc are specific heat and enthalpy at pseudo-critical 

oint, respectively. The two blue lines for liquid-limit and vapor- 

imit are represented by 

 L −limit = c p , ref , L (T − T ref , L ) + i 0 , L , i V − lim it = c p , ref , V (T − T ref , V ) + i 0 , V 

(9) 

c p,ref,L and i 0,L are evaluated at P c and T ref,L = 0.75 T c , and c p,ref,V 

nd i 0,V are evaluated at P = 0 and T ref,V = T c , where P c and T c are the

ritical pressure and temperature, respectively. The method used in 

his work is the same as Ref. [25] , except that T ref,L = 0.75 T c is used

n this paper (consistent with Ref. [45] , which was chosen due to 

ractical simplicity) instead of T ref,L = 0.5 T c in Ref. [25] . One prac-

ical reason is that the NIST database does not have the proper- 

ies for CO 2 below certain temperature, so that calculation for CO 2 

sing 0.5 T c will fail. For water, the difference between the results 

btained using these two different reference temperatures is small. 

or example, for water at 25 MPa, using 0.75 T c results in a T − of

51.51 K while using 0.5 T c results in a T − of 650.58 K, having a

mall difference of 0.93 K. This small temperature difference corre- 

ponds to an enthalpy difference of 16.2 kJ/kg, which accounts for 

nly 2.35% of the pseudo-boiling enthalpy. Therefore, the choice of 

he reference temperature results in negligible error. The reason is 

ecause the variation of thermophysical properties is insignificant 

n the LL regime as long as the temperature is much smaller than 

 pc . Thus, it is expected that the liquid-limit line is very close to 

he enthalpy line as shown in Fig. 6 a, regardless of the reference 

emperature. 

The three lines have two interception points A and B as shown 

n Fig. 6 a, which determine the pseudo-boiling temperatures, with 

oint A locating T − and point B locating T + . Using the method 

hown in Fig. 6 a, we plot the supercritical phase diagram for wa- 

er, CO 2 , Ar (argon) and R22 (refrigerant) in Fig. 6 b. At a super-

ritical pressure, three regimes of LL, TPL and VL are distributed in 

he phase diagram with T < T −, T −< T < T + and T > T + , respectively, as

hown in the inset of Fig. 6 b, which are analogous to liquid, two-

hase and vapor in subcritical pressure. 

The pseudo-boiling enthalpy is the enthalpy difference within 

he temperature span of T − to T + : 

i pb = 

∫ T + 

T −
c p dT = i 

(
T + 

)
− i 

(
T −

)
(10) 

We present the enthalpy curve of CO 2 in Fig. 7 a for both sub-

ritical and supercritical pressure ranges. It is interesting to note 

he near-symmetrical distribution of i LV in subcritical pressure and 

i pb in supercritical pressure against the critical pressure. Different 

rom subcritical pressure conditions, �i pb can be decoupled into a 

ensible heat part ( �i th ) and a structural transition part ( �i st ), as

hown in Fig. 7 b. The �i th serves to increase the fluid temperature, 

hich is calculated as 

i th = c p , ref , L ( T 
+ − T −) (11) 

The �i st is used to expand the distance between molecules 

uring pseudo-boiling, serving the same function as latent heat 

f evaporation in subcritical pressure, which can be calculated by 

i st =�i pb - �i th . 

Fig. 7 c shows the fractions of �i th and �i st in �i pb varying with

he supercritical pressure. With increasing pressure, the fraction of 
7 
i th increases and the fraction of �i st decreases. The �i st / �i pb 

ttains ∼0.25 at 2 P c and approaches zero at ∼3 P c . Hence, SHT at

ow supercritical pressure displays strong pseudo-boiling behavior 

hich is similar to SBB, which explains why some authors ob- 

erved bubble-like patterns at near critical pressure [ 26 , 27 ]. The 

seudo-boiling effect is still significant at ∼2 P c , but will be weak- 

ned and become negligible at an ultra-high pressure of 3 P c , agree- 

ng with the conclusion drawn in Ref. [45] . 

Using T − and T + as the reference temperatures, we further de- 

ermine the thermophysical properties for LL and VL phases. Fig. 8 

lots the thermophysical properties including ρ , μ, c p and λ at 

oth subcritical and supercritical pressures, which show near sym- 

etrical distribution against the critical pressure. In both pressure 

anges, each thermophysical property has two sets of values, one 

or saturated liquid and the other for saturated vapor in subcritical 

ressure, and one for LL phase and the other for VL phase in super- 

ritical pressure, showing analogous behavior between subcritical 

nd supercritical conditions. The pseudo-boiling temperatures, the 

seudo-boiling enthalpy, and the thermophysical properties for LL 

nd VL phases are listed in Table 1 in comparison with their sub- 

ritical counterparts. 

Non-dimensional parameters: The non-dimensional parameters 

or SPPB are listed in Table 2 , in analogous to those for SBB. Since

ome non-dimensional numbers (such as Nu and Pr ) are already 

ommonly used in SHT and do not have ambiguity in their defini- 

ions, we do not include them in Table 2 . 

The first non-dimensional parameter for SHT is the pseudo- 

apor mass quality x , which is defined based on thermodynamics 

s 

 = 

i b − i LL 

�i pb 

= 

i b − i LL 

i VL − i LL 

(12) 

Where i b is the bulk fluid enthalpy. The x represents pseudo- 

apor mass relative to total mass for SF. 

The Jacob number is defined as the ratio of �i th to �i st , char-

cterizing sensible heat relative to structural transition energy in 

he pseudo-boiling enthalpy: 

a = 

�i th 

�i st 
(13) 

The Ja can be used to characterize the importance of pseudo- 

oiling at different supercritical pressures: small Ja at low super- 

ritical pressure indicates significant pseudo-boiling effect, while 

arge Ja at high supercritical pressure represents negligible pseudo- 

oiling effect and near single-phase characteristics. 

Because a supercritical fluid in a temperature span of T − and 

 

+ is assumed to behave two-phase-like containing LL and VL 

hases, thermophysical properties defined at T − and T + reflect 

ass, momentum and energy interaction between LL and VL. 

ence, Reynolds numbers for bulk, LL, and VL phases are defined 

n the following forms 

e = 

Gd 

μb 

, R e LL = 

G ( 1 − x ) d 

μLL 

, R e VL = 

Gxd 

μVL 

(14) 

In Eq. (14) , μb , μLL , μVL are evaluated at bulk temperature T b , 

he onset of pseudo-boiling temperature T − and the termination 

f pseudo-boiling temperature T + , respectively. We note that Re 

s widely used to deal with SHT previously, but Re LL and Re VL are 

ewly defined in this work. Similarly, the Froude numbers can be 

efined as 

 r = 

G 

2 

ρ2 
b 

gd 
, F r LL = 

G 

2 ( 1 − x ) 
2 

ρ2 
LL 

gd 
, F r VL = 

G 

2 x 2 

ρ2 
VL 

gd 
(15) 

Fr, Fr LL and Fr VL are the bulk fluid Froude number, liquid-like 

roude number and vapor-like Froude number, respectively. The 
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Fig. 7. (a) The analogy between latent heat of evaporation i LV at subcritical pressure and pseudo-boiling enthalpy �i pb at supercritical pressure, which are nearly sym- 

metrically distributed against the critical pressure. (b) The �i pb includes contributions from two parts: a thermal part �i th similar to sensible heat, and a structural part 

�i st similar to latent heat. (c) The fraction of thermal contribution �i th increases with increasing pressure, and the fraction of structural contribution �i st decreases with 

increasing pressure and approaches 0 at P / P c ∼3. 

Fig. 8. The analogy of thermophysical properties at subcritical pressure and supercritical pressure. Each parameter is defined at saturated liquid state and saturated vapor 

state in subcritical pressure, and defined at liquid-like state and vapor-like state in supercritical pressure. The two sets of thermophysical properties are nearly symmetrically 

distributed against the critical pressure. 
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Fig. 9. The newly defined pseudo-vapor mass quality x at different pressures and 

temperatures for CO 2 , showing that x divides the supercritical fluid into three 

regimes: LL ( x < 0), TPL (0 < x < 1), and VL ( x > 1). 

Fig. 10. Nu / Nu DB versus pseudo-vapor mass quality x for (a) supercritical water and 

(b) supercritical CO 2 , where Nu is the experimentally measured Nusselt number and 

Nu DB is determined based on the single-phase Dittus-Boelter correlation. The Nu 

ratio significantly deviates from 1 in the TPL regime with 0 < x < 1. The data points 

for supercritical water were obtained from Refs. [ 49 –58 ] and the data points for 

supercritical CO 2 were obtained from Refs. [ 59 –63 ]. 
r characterizes the competition between inertia force and grav- 

ty force or buoyancy force. The buoyancy force exists due to the 

ensity difference between LL (heavier) fluid and VL (lighter) fluid. 

Inspired by the effectiveness of boiling number and K number 

or SBB proposed by Kandlikar [37] , the present authors proposed 

upercritical boiling number SBO [46] and K number [47] for SPPB. 

he motivation is to yield better understanding and prediction ac- 

uracy of CHF for SPPB. For convective heat transfer of SF in tubes 

nder heating condition, there is a VL film attached on the wall, 

nd LL fluid flows in the tube core. Mass transfer takes place at 

he interface of LL and VL phases, yielding increased VL film thick- 

ess along the flow length to deteriorate heat transfer due to low 

L thermal conductivity. The mass transfer at the interface creates 

n evaporation momentum force to adhere VL fluid on the wall. 

n the other hand, inertia force due to convective flow tends to 

ecrease the VL film thickness. The SBO and K reflect the com- 

etition between evaporation momentum force and inertia force, 

overning the VL film thickness to influence SHT. 

BO = 

q 

G i pc 
, K = 

(
q 

G i w 

)2 ρb 

ρw 

(16) 

Where i pc is the pseudo-critical enthalpy, and subscripts “b”

nd “w” represent bulk fluid condition and wall condition, respec- 

ively. 

In subcritical pressure, the competition between surface tension 

orce and other forces yields a set of non-dimensional parameters 

uch as Bd, Ca and We . The following question arises from the 

nalogy between SBB and SPPB: is there a surface tension force 

oncept for SPPB? Classically, there is no surface tension in SF as 

t is homogeneous and has no interface. However, if one accepts 

he interface concept between LL and VL phases for SPPB, surface 

ension force does exist in supercritical pressure. Very few studies 

ave been performed on surface tension in supercritical pressure. 

sing MD simulations, Tamba et al. [48] found that surface tension 

orce is not zero under non-uniform temperature field. Hence, we 

ccept the surface tension concept in SF. Subsequently, the follow- 

ng non-dimensional parameters can be defined as 

d = 

g ( ρLL − ρVL ) d 
2 

σ
, Ca = 

μLL G 

ρLL σ
, W e = 

G 

2 d 

ρLL σ
(17) 

Similar to subcritical conditions, the Bd reflects the competition 

etween buoyancy force due to density difference between LL and 

L phases and surface tension force, the Ca represents the com- 

etition between viscous force and surface tension force, and the 

e characterizes the competition between inertia force and surface 

ension force. 

. Results and discussion 

Having the three-regime-model for SPPB, we then examine the 

sefulness of these newly defined parameters for SHT, perceiving 

HT in a different angle from literature. 

.1. The pseudo-vapor mass quality x 

The three-regime-model is plotted in Fig. 9 for CO 2 with re- 

uced temperature T / T c and reduced pressure P / P c as two coor-

inates, showing the phase distribution under different supercrit- 

cal pressures. The LL, TPL, and VL regimes are associated with 

seudo-vapor mass quality in the ranges of x < 0, 0 < x < 1, and x > 1,

espectively. A large amount of data points have been acquired 

or convective heat transfer of supercritical water and CO 2 in ver- 

ical upward tubes under heating condition, including 3523 data 

oints for supercritical water obtained from Refs. [49–58] and 3575 

ata points for supercritical CO 2 obtained from Refs. [59–63] . These 

ata are re-processed and plotted as Nu / Nu versus x in Fig. 10 ,
DB 
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Fig. 11. (a) Variation of the Nu along the tube, showing the effect of heat flux q 
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transfer and laminar Nu values. The experimental data is obtained from Ref. [65] . 
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here Nu is the experimental determined Nusselt number, and 

u DB is calculated using the experimental working conditions and 

he Dittus-Boelter (DB) correlation: 

 u DB = 0 . 023 R e 0 . 8 P r 0 . 4 (18) 

here Re and Pr are determined using bulk fluid temperature. The 

 is determined by Eq. (12) using the bulk fluid temperature T b and 

he pseudo-boiling temperatures under the corresponding experi- 

ental pressures. 

Nu / Nu DB = 1 means that SHT can be exactly predicted with the 

ingle-phase DB correlation. The deviation of Nu / Nu DB from 1 rep- 

esents the level of deviation of SHT from single-phase fluid as- 

umption. Nu / Nu DB can be either larger than 1 corresponding to 

nhanced heat transfer, or smaller than 1 corresponding to de- 

eriorated heat transfer. Fig. 10 shows that for both supercritical 

ater ( Fig. 10 a) and CO 2 ( Fig. 10 b), the most significant devia-

ions occur in the TPL regime with 0 < x < 1, with the devi-

tion as large as 10 times (0.1 ∼10), indicating that SHT in this 

egime cannot be accurately predicted with single-phase DB cor- 

elation. In the LL regime with -3 < x < -0.5 and the VL regime

ith x > 1.5, the Nu/Nu DB approaches 1, indicating that SHT agrees 

ell with single-phase correlation. In the two neighboring regions 

o TPL (-0.5 < x < 0 and 1 < x < 1.5), the Nu / Nu DB still devi-

tes from 1 although with a relatively smaller magnitude than in 

he TPL regime. Note that the boundaries for these two regions 

 x = -0.5 and x = 1.5) are based on the figure and are not physi-

ally meaningful. One possible reason for this deviation is the error 

f the determination of pseudo-boiling temperatures T − and T + , 
hich does not have unified equations among literatures as dis- 

ussed before, but will definitely influence the transition bound- 

ries of the three regimes. Another possible reason is the thermal 

on-equilibrium effect, while the pseudo-vapor mass quality is de- 

ned based on thermal equilibrium condition. In subcritical pres- 

ure, when heating is sufficiently strong, boiling can occur even 

hen the bulk fluid temperature is below the saturation temper- 

ture, which is called subcooled boiling [64] . Regarding pseudo- 

oiling, since LL and TPL regimes are interfaced at T −, the devia- 

ion of Nu from single-phase fluid assumption in negative x region 

s perhaps resulted from subcooled pseudo-boiling. That is to say, 

seudo-boiling might occur with bulk fluid temperature below T −, 

hich requires further study. Similar reasoning can also be applied 

o the neighboring region with x > 1, where the deviation of Nu 

rom single-phase fluid assumption may also be attributed to the 

ocal thermal non-equilibrium effect. 

We further quantify the observation by calculating the relative 

rrors of the Nu in each of the three regimes, including the mean 

elative error e A , the mean absolute relative error e R , and the root-

ean-square relative error e S . They are defined as 

 A = 

1 

n 

n ∑ 

i=1 

e i , e R = 

1 

n 

n ∑ 

i=1 

| e i | , e S = 

√ 

1 

n 

n ∑ 

i=1 

e i 2 (19) 

here e i is the error for a single data point defined by 

 i = 

N u DB − N u exp 

N u exp 
(20) 

For supercritical water shown in Fig. 10 a, the calculated errors 

or the three regimes are: in the LL regime, e A = 15.7%, e R = 24.6%,

 S = 41.9%; in the TPL regime, e A = 152.8%, e R = 157.1%, e S = 230.8%;

n the GL regime, e A = 59.9%, e R = 63.9%, e S = 85.9%. For supercrit-

cal CO 2 shown in Fig. 10 b, the calculated errors for the three 

egimes are: in the LL regime, e A = 9.0%, e R = 35.3%, e S = 56.2%; in

he TPL regime, e A = 88.3%, e R = 99.9%, e S = 172.2%; in the GL regime,

 A = 20.4%, e R = 28.1%, e S = 46.4%. The errors are significantly larger in

he TPL regime than in the LL and GL regimes for both fluids. 

In summary, the introduction of pseudo-vapor mass quality x 

ell explains the observation that SHT deviates from convective 
10 
eat transfer of single-phase fluid in the TPL regime. The deviation 

s caused by pseudo-boiling induced two-phase structure, which 

ndicates that in the TPL regime, it is necessary to consider the 

seudo-boiling induced two-phase effect. 

.2. The LL Reynolds number explaining laminar heat transfer 

haracteristics 

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the newly 

ntroduced Reynolds number to explain abnormal heat transfer in 

upercritical pressure. Fig. 11 a shows the experimental results of 

ef. [65] for supercritical CO 2 flowing upward in a vertical tube 

ith an inner diameter of 0.27 mm. The Nusselt number is pre- 

ented along axial flow direction z / d in Fig. 11 a with P = 8.6 MPa,

 = 582.2 kg/m 

2 s and q = 30.0, 58.1, 88.6 and 113.0 kW/m 

2 , which

s a reprint of Fig. 4 a in Ref. [65] . Non-monotonic variations of Nu

re observed with respect to heat flux q : with increasing q, Nu in- 

reases first from 30.0 kW/m 

2 to 58.1 kW/m 

2 , then decreases be- 

ond 58.1 kW/m 

2 . 

To explain the non-monotonic variation, we plot both the bulk 

nd the LL Reynolds numbers in Fig. 11 b. The bulk fluid Re is 

idely used to correlate SHT in the literature [ 32 , 33 ], but it is not

ufficient to explain the non-monotonic variation with respect to 
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eat fluxes. Fig. 11 a shows that Nu is smaller than 5 with q = 88.6

W/m 

2 and 113.0 kW/m 

2 , indicating laminar flow characteristic, 

hich contradicts with the bulk Re in the range of 30 0 0 ∼80 0 0 cor-

esponding to transition or turbulent flow regime. 

The above contradiction can be explained by introducing the 

iquid-like Reynolds number Re LL . Along the flow direction, the 

ulk fluid Re increases due to the decrease of bulk fluid viscos- 

ty with increasing temperature. However, the continuous heating 

ields the increase of pseudo-vapor mass quality x to decrease Re LL 

see Eq. (14) ). The laminar heat transfer characteristics at q = 88.6 

W/m 

2 and 113.0 kW/m 

2 is consistent with the low Re LL as shown 

n Fig. 11 b, which drops to ∼0 at z / d = 230 with q = 88.6 kW/m 

2 

nd z / d = 180 with q = 113.0 kW/m 

2 . On the other hand, for lower

eat fluxes of q = 30.0 kW/m 

2 and 58.1 k/m 

2 , limited pseudo-vapor 

ass quality has been achieved, so that the laminar effect of the 

L phase is not serious, and the flow characteristics are not well- 

aptured by the Re LL . Instead, the bulk Re can still be used to ex-

lain the behavior at low heat fluxes, which shows higher Nu for 

8.1 kW/m 

2 due to the higher bulk Re , and transition or turbulent 

eat transfer performance is maintained. 

It is worth mentioning that the demonstration of the success- 

ul application of Re LL in this section is rather qualitative instead 

f quantitative, and the discussion is based on a single example 

hich might not be valid for other cases. Nevertheless, the Re LL 

rovides an alternative approach to understand the abnormal heat 

ransfer behaviors for certain cases, and a more quantitative model 

eeds to be developed in the future. 

.3. The Froude number explaining heat transfer in horizontal tubes 

In two-phase systems at subcritical pressure, the Fr character- 

zes the flow and heat transfer in inclined and horizontal tubes. 

or examples, Xing et al. [66] correlated heat transfer coefficients 

f R245fa under various inclination angles using Fr , and Kandlikar 

67] proposed a correlation containing Fr to predict CHF of flow 

oiling in horizontal tubes. For SHT, the Fr has not been mentioned 

reviously and is defined in Eq. (15) of this paper, and its useful- 

ess is examined below by re-analyzing an example of SHT in a 

orizontal tube. 

Fig. 12 shows the experimental results reported in Ref. [68] for 

upercritical water heated in a horizontal tube with an inner di- 

meter of 26 mm and a length of 2 m, which demonstrated 

on-uniform heat transfer behavior along the tube circumference. 

ig. 12 shows the re-analyzed results shown in the original Fig. 5 b 

f Ref. [68] , in which the h 2 / h 1 is plotted against x , where h 1 and

 2 are the heat transfer coefficient at the top generatrix and the 

ottom generatrix of the tube, respectively. The h 2 / h 1 is larger than 

, indicating that bottom generatrix has better heat transfer than 

op generatrix, which is because the tube bottom is flushed by 

eavier fluid with lower temperature while the tube top is accu- 

ulated with lighter fluid with higher temperature. Comparing re- 

ults with q = 200 kW/m 

2 and 300 kW/m 

2 , it can be seen that with

ncreasing heat flux, the non-uniformity of heat transfer along tube 

ircumference becomes more significant. 

This non-uniform heat transfer can be explained using the 

hree-regime-model and the Fr number. The Fr increases along the 

ube due to the decreasing bulk fluid density. In the LL regime with 

 < 0, the Fr is small, indicating the importance of the buoyancy 

orce due to the density variation, which results in stratification of 

he flow and consequently h 2 / h 1 larger than 1. The h 2 / h 1 increases

ith increasing x due to increasingly significant stratification, and 

eaches a peak value at x ∼0.2 in the TPL regime. Beyond x ∼0.2, the

eat transfer difference along tube circumference represented by 

 2 / h 1 quickly decreases, due to the increasing Fr above 10 yielding 

he buoyancy force insignificant and the flow stratification weak- 

ned. In the VL regime with x > 1, the h / h approaches 1, under
2 1 

11 
hich inertia force fully suppresses buoyancy force indicated by 

he large Fr . 

.4. Supercritical boiling number and K number for supercritical heat 

ransfer 

According to the SPPB concept, in SHT, HTD occurs due to the 

hickening of the VL film near the wall similar to subcritical CHF, 

hich is associated with wall temperature overshoot [ 28 , 29 ]. The 

rowth of VL layer is governed by the competition between the 

vaporation momentum force and the inertia force [46] , in which 

he former tends to adhere the VL film on the wall, while the latter 

ends to decrease the VL layer thickness. The SBO and K number 

epresent the competition between these two forces. 

Based on experimental results of supercritical CO 2 flowing up- 

ard inside a vertical tube with inner diameter d = 10 mm, com- 

ined with the experimental results reported in the literature with 

 = 2 ∼10 mm, it was found that a critical SBO of 5.126 × 10 −4 is

he criterion for the transition between NHT mode and HTD modes 

46] , as shown in Fig. 13 . Similar conclusion can be drawn for other

uids, except that different working fluids have different critical 

BO , which are 2.018 × 10 −4 , 1.653 × 10 −4 and 1.358 × 10 −4 for 

ater, R134a and R22, respectively [69] . For CO 2 with non-uniform 

eating condition, the critical SBO equals to 8.908 × 10 −4 , which 

s larger than that for uniform heating (5.126 × 10 −4 ), indicating 

uppressed HTD by non-uniform heating [70] . 

The SPPB concept indicates that the VL layer formed near the 

all dominates SHT due to the low thermal conductivity of VL 

uid. Defined by Eq. (16) , the K number reflects the competition 

etween evaporation momentum force and inertia force, which 

overns the growth of VL layer on the wall. Therefore, the effect 

f the VL layer thickness can be described by the K number, which 

ndicates that it is reasonable to incorporate the K number into 
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Fig. 13. For supercritical CO 2 heated in vertical upward tubes, a critical 

SBO = 5.126 × 10 −4 characterizes the transition between normal heat transfer (NHT) 

and heat transfer deterioration (HTD) with significant wall temperature peak. SBO 

represent the competition between inertia force and evaporation momentum force 

due to vapor-like film growth near the tube wall. Reproduced with permission from 

Ref. [46] . Copyright 2018, Elsevier. 
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t  
he Nu correlation for SHT. Using 5560 data points of SHT in verti- 

al tubes (including 2028 data points from the author’s group and 

532 from 18 publications), a correlation was proposed to calculate 

usselt number [47] : 

u = 0 . 0012 Re 0 . 9484 
b P r 0 . 718 

b , ave K 

−0 . 0313 (21) 

Here, the average bulk Prandtl number Pr b,ave is defined as 

 r b , ave = 

μb 

λb 

i w 

− i b 
T w 

− T b 
(22) 

Calculation of both K and Pr b,ave requires a wall temperature 

alue T w 

, as shown in Eqs. (16) and (22) . Therefore, the calcula-

ion using the correlation of Eq. (21) requires iteration over the 

nknown wall temperature. At each given working condition in- 

luding pressure P , mass flux G , wall heat flux q w 

, tube diameter d ,

nd the bulk fluid temperature T b , an initial guess for T w 

is given,

hich is then used to calculate the Nu using Eq. (21) and the cor-

esponding heat transfer coefficient h . The new T w 

is then obtained 

sing T b and h and compared with the initial T w 

. The iteration con-

inues until the T w 

value converges. 

The negative exponent for K in Eq. (21) means a larger K 

umber suppresses heat transfer, which agrees with the physical 

eaning of K , since a larger K represents dominant evaporation 

omentum force and consequently VL layer pinning and thick- 

ning. Fig. 14 shows the comparison between the correlation in 

q. (21) and five other correlations proposed previously in the lit- 

rature, demonstrating much improved prediction accuracy com- 

ared with other correlations in literature, which is suitable for 

oth NHT and HTD and covers wide parameter ranges and working 

uids. 

To further prove the accuracy of this correlation, we calculate 

he Nu using the K number correlation ( Eq. (21) ) for the experi-

ental data points shown in Fig. 10 , and plot the calculated Nu 

gainst the experimental Nu in Fig. 15 a. For comparison between 

he K number correlation and the DB correlation, we also plot the 

u DB versus experimental Nu for the same data points in Fig. 15 b. 

he errors are also calculated and shown in both panels of Fig. 15 .

bviously, the K number correlation described by Eq. (21) demon- 

trates superior prediction accuracy for both CO 2 and water, with 

ignificantly reduced errors compared with the DB correlation. 

Besides heat transfer, pressure drop is also important in SHT 

ecause it determines the required pumping power. Based on the 

PPB concept, when SF is heated along the tube, the VL fluid flows 

ear the wall and LL fluid flows in the tube core. Hence, it can be
12 
xpected that the two-phase distribution affects the pressure drop. 

ecently, an experimental study show that the pressure drop and 

eat transfer of supercritical CO 2 heated in vertical upward tubes 

an also be connected by using the K number [71] . A correlation 

or the friction factor f is proposed as 

f = 2 . 15 R e −0 . 342 K 

0 . 027 (23) 

hich also demonstrates smaller error than other correlations pro- 

osed in the literature over wide parameter ranges, and works for 

oth NHT and HTD. It is also observed that the friction factors for 

TD modes are significantly larger than for NHT modes as shown 

n Fig. 16 a, which is attributed to the orifice contraction effect [71] :

hen a serious wall temperature overshoot takes place at a specific 

ross section of the tube, the over expansion of VL fluid creates an 

rifice to restrict the fluid flow, causing the rise of pressure drop. 

urthermore, it is also found that for HTD conditions with multi- 

le wall temperature peaks along the tube, the friction factors are 

arger compared with HTD cases with a single temperature peak, 

hich is also due to the orifice contraction effect since the forma- 

ion of multiple VL orifices induces multiple contractions on the 

ow [72] , as shown in Fig. 16 b. 

. Perspective of future studies 

In classical theory, surface tension does not exist in supercritical 

uids. However, pseudo-boiling is associated with various phenom- 

na including bubble-like and vapor-film-like patterns, noise and 

all temperature overshoot [ 26 , 27 , 46 , 73 ], which have been widely

bserved in SBB. These phenomena of SPPB indicate the existence 

f interfacial interaction between LL and VL phases. If the interfa- 

ial concept is correct, there should be surface tension force across 

he interface of LL and VL phases. Besides, bubbles have been ob- 

erved in supercritical fluid for pressure slightly above the critical 

ressure (see Fig. 1 ) [27] , which is a direct evidence for non-zero

urface tension force in supercritical fluid. 

Tamba et al. [48] performed MD simulation on supercritical 

ennard-Jones fluid under non-uniform temperature field, and ob- 

ained non-zero surface tension for Ar at pressures above the crit- 

cal pressure, as shown in Fig. 17 . When temperature gradient ex- 

sts, MD simulations at supercritical pressure reproduced a struc- 

ure similar to subcritical liquid-vapor interface. The characteris- 

ics are compared with a subcritical liquid-vapor interface, and 

he supercritical interfacial tension value agrees with experimental 

easurement obtained using subcritical hydrodynamic instability 

odel and assuming linear relationship between temperature gra- 

ient and surface tension. This study shows that an interface exists 

ven in supercritical fluid and the interfacial tension has significant 

ffect on SHT. 

Surface tension is a very important concept and parameter to 

eneralize a complete theoretical framework for SPPB, linking SPPB 

ith SBB. Hence, future studies are strongly recommended on the 

urface tension effect in supercritical fluids, including both experi- 

ental measurements and numerical simulations. 

For two-phase flow and heat transfer in subcritical pressures, 

arious experimental methods have been well established to inves- 

igate flow patterns such as bubbly flow, slug flow, churn flow and 

nnular flow and interfacial parameters [43] . These methods, such 

s high-speed flow visualization, conductance probe, and fiber op- 

ic method, are recommended to be introduced for measurements 

f pseudo-boiling at supercritical pressures. Some important pa- 

ameters such as T − and T + and VL film thickness are to be ob- 

ained for different working fluids and operating conditions. 

Moreover, even though a large quantity of experimental data 

as been acquired for working fluids such as water and CO 2 , the 

vailable experimental data cover narrow ranges of pressures and 

emperatures [ 28 , 29 , 74 ] and are thus not sufficient. Due to the de-
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Fig. 14. Comparison of K number correlation and other correlations in the form of predicted Nu versus experimental Nu . Reproduced with permission from Ref. [47] , 

Copyright 2019, Elsevier. 

m

p

m

a

p

p

r

and in the application of supercritical technologies, more SHT ex- 

eriments are recommended to expand the database and provide 

ore information on SHT characteristics. Moreover, most avail- 

ble literature correlated experimental data based on the single- 
13 
hase fluid assumption, and it is recommended to analyze the ex- 

erimental results using the new theoretical framework of three- 

egime-model presented in this paper. 
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Fig. 15. (a) The Nu predicted by K number correlation ( Eq. (21) ) vs. experimental 

Nu for the data points shown in Fig. 10 . (b) The Nu predicted by DB correlation 

( Eq. (18) vs. experimental Nu for the data points shown in Fig. 10 . The K number 

correlation has much smaller errors compared with the DB correlation. 
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Fig. 16. (a) Friction factor f as a function of SBO , showing larger f for HTD than for 

NHT, due to the orifice contraction effect. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 

[71] , Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (b) Friction factor f as a function of Re , showing large 

f for cases with multiple wall temperature peaks, which correspond to multiple ori- 

fice contraction effects. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [72] , Copyright 2021, 

Elsevier. 

Fig. 17. Surface tension of Ar at different pressures, showing non-zero surface ten- 

sion value near critical pressure and at supercritical pressure. Reproduced with per- 

mission from Ref. [48] , Copyright 1997, Taylor & Francis. 
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. Conclusions 

SPPB has been experimentally observed decades ago, but the 

elevant theory is still lacking, and thorough comparison between 

BB and SPPB is still missing. In this work, an analogy is performed 

o bridge SBB and SPPB. A three-regime-model is proposed for 

PPB including LL, TPL and VL regimes, and the theoretical frame- 

ork for SPPB is established. For SPPB, the onset temperature of 

seudo-boiling T − and the termination of pseudo-boiling tempera- 

ure T + determines the boundary between the three regimes. The 

hermophysical properties of LL and VL phases are evaluated us- 

ng these two pseudo-boiling temperatures, and the pseudo-boiling 

nthalpy is the difference between VL enthalpy and LL enthalpy. 

ased on these properties, a group of non-dimensional parame- 

ers governing the mass, momentum and energy transport are de- 

ned for SHT, and these new non-dimensional parameters such as 

seudo-vapor mass quality, LL Reynolds number, Froude number, 

upercritical boiling number and K number are demonstrated to 
14 
uccessfully explain abnormal SHT characteristics. Future investi- 

ation of supercritical surface tension will fill the gap in the the- 

retical framework for SPPB, and enable the application of more 

elevant non-dimensional parameters to explain SHT. Experimen- 

al and numerical methodologies widely used in SBB are recom- 

ended to be applied for SPPB. It is also suggested that the exper- 
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mental database for SHT should be further expanded and the ex- 

erimental results can be analyzed using the three-regime-model 

nd the theoretical framework introduced in this work. Our work 

aves the way for the application of SPPB concept in SHT and will 

enefit the industrial applications of SFs. 
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